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"...dress up for"...dress up for
any occasion."any occasion."

I believe that’s the point inI believe that’s the point in

my life where I decided Imy life where I decided I

needed to stop working, stopneeded to stop working, stop

doing things that don’t makedoing things that don’t make

me happy, and do somethingme happy, and do something

where I could express myselfwhere I could express myself

by doing what I love.by doing what I love.

Makeup by Gabby D startedMakeup by Gabby D started

since I was a child. I’ve alwayssince I was a child. I’ve always

been that girl who loves to bebeen that girl who loves to be

creative and always dress upcreative and always dress up

for any occasion.for any occasion.   

My friends were my firstMy friends were my first

clients because they alwaysclients because they always

asked me to do their makeup.asked me to do their makeup.     

Can you share with us howCan you share with us how11 ..

Make-Up by Gabby D came toMake-Up by Gabby D came to

life?life?  
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"The"The"The   
RelationshipRelationshipRelationship   

I createI createI create   
with my clients"with my clients"with my clients"

2. Without sharing too many secrets, what2. Without sharing too many secrets, what

makes the Gabby D experience unique?makes the Gabby D experience unique?
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3. During a makeup session, what reaction3. During a makeup session, what reaction

have your customers had when seeinghave your customers had when seeing

their faces transform?their faces transform?

"All my clients"All my clients"All my clients
areareare   

beautiful..."beautiful..."beautiful..."

All my clients are beautiful,All my clients are beautiful,

so it makes my job easier.so it makes my job easier.

But I do love to see how myBut I do love to see how my

clients start to get moreclients start to get more

confident as the makeup isconfident as the makeup is

being done.being done.



4. Can you walk us through your4. Can you walk us through your

creative preparation process orcreative preparation process or

mantra before beginning a make-upmantra before beginning a make-up

session on a client ?session on a client ?

I always like to get to knowI always like to get to know

my clients while we aremy clients while we are

planning what look we areplanning what look we are

going to do.going to do.   

Also, I follow them onAlso, I follow them on

Instagram before ourInstagram before our

appointment to understandappointment to understand

their style.their style.
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My salon is my next step.My salon is my next step.   

I’m going to make a salonI’m going to make a salon

that express the wonderlandthat express the wonderland

I have in my mind.I have in my mind.   

It’s going to be colorful,It’s going to be colorful,

creative and magical.creative and magical.
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"Express the"Express the"Express the
Wonderland ...Wonderland ...Wonderland ...

I have in my mind"I have in my mind"I have in my mind"



REVIEWS 
DON'T
LIE...

                    Beautiful
@mely___04

Very Pretty
@makeupbydanii_

 Very Pretty
@luvlashesonline

 Obsessed
@emilymarieg
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@makeupbygabbyd_Wow gorgeous
@martellyudith

Hermosaaaaa
@pcontreras2331

 Those eyebrows
@kristenanavarro_

Beautiful makeup,
love it!
@mariroly41

Flawless skin and brows!
@bellacosmetictattoocenter

 
@pris_xo_





Do You wear 

the Tattoo? 

That all depends on the

Tattoo Artist...

Or does the Tattoo

wear You?
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My Name is Tattoo Bam Bam. IMy Name is Tattoo Bam Bam. I
was Born in South America inwas Born in South America in
Cali Colombia and I’m currently aCali Colombia and I’m currently a
Resident Artist of 10 Years inResident Artist of 10 Years in
Miami Florida.Miami Florida.

  “The Prodigy Tattoo Gallery”“The Prodigy Tattoo Gallery”
Was Established in 2020 in theWas Established in 2020 in the
mists of the Covid-19 Pandemic.mists of the Covid-19 Pandemic.  
Despite everything Happening inDespite everything Happening in
the world, I was optimistic andthe world, I was optimistic and
always had the ambition that inalways had the ambition that in
the 10 years of my career, I wouldthe 10 years of my career, I would
someday open my first Tattoosomeday open my first Tattoo
Gallery.Gallery.  

1. Can you share with us how The1. Can you share with us how The
Prodigy Tattoo Gallery came toProdigy Tattoo Gallery came to
life?life?

MEET MEET TATTOO BAM BAM, TATTOO BAM BAM, ONEONE
MIAMI'S FINEST, AMAZINGLYMIAMI'S FINEST, AMAZINGLY
TALENTED, AND CREATIVELYTALENTED, AND CREATIVELY
MIND BLOWING TATTOO ARTISTMIND BLOWING TATTOO ARTIST
ON ON THE RISE TO STARDOM.THE RISE TO STARDOM.

THE MIAMI BRANDELORIUM,THE MIAMI BRANDELORIUM,
INVITES YOU TO TUNE IN ON THISINVITES YOU TO TUNE IN ON THIS
EXCLUSIVE FEATUREDEXCLUSIVE FEATURED
INTERVIEW, ON ALL THEINTERVIEW, ON ALL THE
QUESTIONS YOU'VE BEEN DYINGQUESTIONS YOU'VE BEEN DYING
TO KNOW ABOUT THISTO KNOW ABOUT THIS
EXTRAORDINARY ARTIST.EXTRAORDINARY ARTIST.

"I was optimistic"I was optimistic  
& always& always  

had ambition..."had ambition..."
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My Mother at that time was in herMy Mother at that time was in her
early 20’s and sacrificedearly 20’s and sacrificed
everything by herself coming toeverything by herself coming to
America to seek a better future forAmerica to seek a better future for
me.me.

  I underwent Spine Surgery inI underwent Spine Surgery in
1990; and let me tell you, the1990; and let me tell you, the
recovery for that, and a lot ofrecovery for that, and a lot of
physical therapy to be able tophysical therapy to be able to
walk again and be able to holdwalk again and be able to hold
objects, after my Spine Surgeryobjects, after my Spine Surgery
and Physical Therapy, I developedand Physical Therapy, I developed
an exceptional an exceptional Artistic ProdigyArtistic Prodigy
during my recovery.during my recovery.

  I was able to Walk again and holdI was able to Walk again and hold
objects in my hands withoutobjects in my hands without
dropping them; dropping them; I developed aI developed a
passion for Art.passion for Art.  

The word Prodigy is a youngThe word Prodigy is a young
person that has an extraordinaryperson that has an extraordinary
talent or ability and it Derivestalent or ability and it Derives
from the Latin meaning “Gift /from the Latin meaning “Gift /
Omen or a sign of something toOmen or a sign of something to
Come”.Come”.

As a Child Growing up, I wasAs a Child Growing up, I was
Diagnosed with a very Rare DisorderDiagnosed with a very Rare Disorder
Called Cerebral Palsy - this AffectsCalled Cerebral Palsy - this Affects
Body movement and muscleBody movement and muscle
coordination.coordination.  

I came to America in 1989 with myI came to America in 1989 with my
Mother in hopes of a Doctor thatMother in hopes of a Doctor that
could Treat my condition,could Treat my condition,
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"Prodigy..."Prodigy...
extraordinaryextraordinary

talent or ability..."talent or ability..."



Thats why our goal is to provide the best QualityThats why our goal is to provide the best Quality
and Experience you deserve!and Experience you deserve!  

A wise person once said, A wise person once said, "Your Actions are what"Your Actions are what
dictates and separates you from others."dictates and separates you from others."

The Prodigy Tattoo Gallery is a very differentThe Prodigy Tattoo Gallery is a very different
style of business and will offer a very exclusivestyle of business and will offer a very exclusive
one-on-one experience.one-on-one experience.

"Self worth says never cheat yourself.""Self worth says never cheat yourself."

2. Without sharing too many secrets, what makes2. Without sharing too many secrets, what makes
the The Prodigy experience unique?the The Prodigy experience unique?
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Its very important to always have communication and a clear understandingIts very important to always have communication and a clear understanding
with your client when doing a design, what they are getting that day of thewith your client when doing a design, what they are getting that day of the
session, and how the design they are getting will complement thesession, and how the design they are getting will complement the
composition of the area they are getting the tattoo done.composition of the area they are getting the tattoo done.  

I then proceed to designing the Tattoo they are requesting, and the day of theI then proceed to designing the Tattoo they are requesting, and the day of the
Tattoo, the stencil is already designed and ready to scale the image to fit theTattoo, the stencil is already designed and ready to scale the image to fit the
area the tattoo is going.area the tattoo is going.

3. Can you walk us through your creative preparation3. Can you walk us through your creative preparation
process or mantra before tattooing a design on a client ?process or mantra before tattooing a design on a client ?
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Every Tattoo has its own unique storyEvery Tattoo has its own unique story
behind it. Every reaction andbehind it. Every reaction and
experience is different. For instance,experience is different. For instance,  
  Memorial Tattoos are done to honorMemorial Tattoos are done to honor
those who have passed, and most ofthose who have passed, and most of
the times, those Tattoos produce athe times, those Tattoos produce a
very emotional reaction on the clientsvery emotional reaction on the clients
behalf.behalf.  

You know in these types of situations,You know in these types of situations,
loosing a loved one is probably theloosing a loved one is probably the
hardest things anyone has to endure.hardest things anyone has to endure.
God placed me here in this person'sGod placed me here in this person's
life for a reason, to speak to them, tolife for a reason, to speak to them, to
lift their spirits in hard times.lift their spirits in hard times.  

It’s more than just a tattoo, it’s aIt’s more than just a tattoo, it’s a
moment where that person can vent,moment where that person can vent,
and its my goal in this situation to giveand its my goal in this situation to give
them the comfort of finally havingthem the comfort of finally having
some sort of closure for the situationsome sort of closure for the situation
they are going through.they are going through.  

Being able to carry a loved onesBeing able to carry a loved ones
memory on the body forever -- its verymemory on the body forever -- its very
rewarding at the end to be able to seerewarding at the end to be able to see
them smile, despite the situation.them smile, despite the situation.

4. What reaction have your customers had before getting a tattoo and the4. What reaction have your customers had before getting a tattoo and the
overall experience when it's over?overall experience when it's over?
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"Every Tattoo has"Every Tattoo has  
its own unique story..."its own unique story..."

"God placed me here..."God placed me here...
for a reason...for a reason...
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5: What’s the brand vision for The Prodigy?5: What’s the brand vision for The Prodigy?
In other words, what’s next or the next levelIn other words, what’s next or the next level
for The Prodigy Tattoo Gallery?for The Prodigy Tattoo Gallery?
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REVIEWS 
DON'T
LIE...

 F**kkkk 
@churro_tattoos
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You are always killing it!
Looks really great dude!
@pressure_droppa

@tattoobambam

Dope asf
@slimwarrior90

Very clean 
@westernsmoke4

       This one!
@molly_m_mayhemm

Damn dude, you are so talented! One
day I want to get a piece done by you.
@refuse2lose2006

 
@loumack69

 
@miss_b1432

Woaaa amazinggg
@lauraoverose
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